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a word

from editor-in-chief

The Indian aerospace
industry has embarked on
a project for the Advanced
Medium Combat Aircraft,
a fifth-generation combat
aircraft to be designed,
developed and built by
the indigenous aerospace
industry.

The newly forged partnership between the French
aerospace major Dassault Aviation and the European conglomerate Airbus is indeed a historic event for the global aerospace
industry as these two major players in the European aerospace
industry, who traditionally were arch rivals, have now opted to
join hands. This will definitely strengthen the European aerospace industry which will now be in a position to pose a challenge to that of the United States (US).
On the civil aviation scene, Arpita Kala of SP’s Aviation,
looks at the future. All indications are that unmanned aerial
vehicles, commonly referred to as Drones, are set to enter this
domain in a big way and influence our lives significantly. As
per Kanika Tekriwal, founder, JetSetGo, “The whole world will
move towards flying devices because there will not be space
for us to drive or park cars.” However, successful employment
of Drones in civil society will require formulation of regulatory
provisions and their implementation to ensure safe integration
with other manned air traffic, drafting of standard operating
procedures and large scale training. In an interview by Arpita
Kala with Dewang Gala, Co-founder of Pigeon Innovative Solutions, a Drone Survey and Aerial Photography Company, the
latter delves on the various issues related to employment of
Drones by the civil society, figures in this issue of the magazine.
Past month saw the European Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (EBACE) in Geneva. The convention strived to
get the aviation industry to go green by encouraging the use of
Sustainable Alternative Jet Fuels (SAJF). Their use also allows
operators and others in industry to achieve corporate social
responsibility goals, and demonstrate the industry’s commitment to address climate change. A detailed report on EBACE
2018 has been included in this issue.
On the Indian military aviation scene, the focus is now on the
selection of a carrier borne fighter aircraft for the new indigenous
aircraft carrier INS Vikrant that is currently under construction

at Cochin Shipyard Limited and is expected to be delivered to the
Indian Navy by late 2020. A report by Air Marshal BK Pandey
(Retd) on the carrier borne aircraft available in the global market
has been included in this issue. Options before the Indian Navy
appear to be limited and the final choice may be influenced by
the cost factor. This acquisition of a combat platform by the Indian
Navy will be followed by a much larger one by the Indian Air Force.
The Indian aerospace industry appears to have set the ball
rolling to get the project for the Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA), a fifth-generation combat aircraft with stealth
features to be designed, developed and built by the indigenous
aerospace industry. For the first time, the private sector of the
Indian aerospace industry has been invited to participate. Also,
for this project, a new facility will be set up from scratch in
Sulur near Coimbatore in Tamil Nadu, the first time development of a combat aircraft is being undertaken outside Bengaluru. The IAF will wait anxiously for the successful execution of
this project to be able to foray into the fifth generation.
All this and much more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. Welcome aboard and wish you happy landings!
Jai Hind!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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MULTI-ROLE
COMBAT-PROVEN
BUILT FOR THE FUTURE

As the most advanced and lowest-cost fighter per flight hour, the F/A-18 Super Hornet will deliver next-gen superiority and survivability to India.
By assembling, testing and certifying this aircraft at a state-of-the-art Factory of the Future in India, Boeing will help grow the country’s
aerospace ecosystem. And with a plan for growth, the F/A-18 Super Hornet will continue to outpace threats—and make India stronger.

TribuTe
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World
remembers
serge
dassault
On May 28, 2018, the aviation community the world over
was shocked by the news of the demise of one of the living
legends of the global aviation industry, Serge Dassault, former
Chairman of Dassault Group. This is a France-based group of
companies established in 1929 and today, is a global leader in
the production of both military aircraft and business jets. Born
in Paris on April 4, 1925, Serge Dassault was one of the richest men in France and a conservative politician who also ran a
conservative media house.
Donning several hats and battling adversities in his long
and eventful life of 93 years, Serge also faced the Nazi Gestapo
who imprisoned his family in 1944 at Montluc near Lyon, later
at Drancy. Like many people who survived imprisonment in
Nazi camps and turnout winner in their lives, Serge Dassault
not only tasted success, but established a legendary professional track record. A man so passionate about his work that
he breathed his last in his office in Paris which sums up his
life perfectly.
Serge inherited his wealth and business from his father
Marcel (Bloch) Dassault, an aviation legend, who started the
Dassault Aviation, a company better known for its Mirage and
Rafale jet fighters. His father designed Éclair propeller, used
in Spad VII, was one of the three propellers selected by the
French government to power its military aircraft during World
War-I. This was the commercial beginning of the company.
During the Second World War, the company built aircraft for
the French Air Force.
During his family’s internment, Marcel was pressurised to
put his aircraft designing skills to use for Hitler’s government.
But, like a true nationalist, he declined. Learning a lesson from
the family history, Serge, through his company ensured French
self-reliance in military aviation. He fought and won many a
battle to ensure private holding of his company.
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After completing his education from the École Polytechnique
and the École Nationale Supérieure de l’Aéronautique, in 1951,
Serge joined the design office of his father’s company. After
becoming the Manager of the flight test department in 1955,
the company saw the arrival of some of the most famous of their
fighter aircraft such as Super Mystère B2, Étendard, Mirage III
and Mirage IV. Most outstanding of these were the Mirage series
which went on to join many of the Asian Air Forces and they are
still in use in Iran and Pakistan well after 60 years since their
arrival. The Mirage 2000-5 the latest version in the series, is
one of the best fourth-generation fighters of the world.
Even after 70 years, Dassault Aviation has not lost its edge in
designing cutting edge fighter. Their latest Rafale recently won
competitive bids against comparable fighters in India, Qatar and
Egypt. In addition to the aircraft, under his leadership, Dassault
came up with the firts European combat drone demonstrator
‘nEuron’.In line with the military aviation, under his leadership
Dassault witnessed proliferation of the civil aviation fleet of Falcon
business jets which now includes the 7X, the 8X and now, the 6X.
In 1967, Serge took over the post of Chief Executive Officer
of the electronic arm of the group and held it until December 23,
1986. Subsequently, till April 2000, he was the Chairman and
CEO of Dassault Aviation.
He was a business leader who not only led his company, but
also provided leadership to the European defence and aviation
industry. He was the President of GIFAS (French aviation industry body) from 1993 to 1997 and the French Council of Defence
Industries (CIDEF) from 1994 to 1996 as also the Vice President
of the European Association of Aerospace Industries (AECMA)
from 1994 to 1997. He had also been a Mayor and a Senator.
He expanded his inheritance of aviation business to auction
house, media, property and vineyards. He is survived by his
wife, four children and grand children. SP

www.sps-aviation.com
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Unmatched passion for aviation: During the tenure of serge Dassault, new anD
innovative aircraft emergeD from the stable of Dassault aviation meeting the
requirements of customers in both civil anD military aviation in the 21st century.
seen here is serge Dassault with his various creations. an aeronautics Person, who
DeDicateD his life to aeronautics anD aviation, he will always be remembereD
for his Passion.
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news
IndIgenous FIFTh-gen CoMbAT AIrCrAFT
The Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA), which had conceived and
designed the Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas, has set the ball rolling for
building the next-generation combat platform, the Advanced Medium Combat
Aircraft (AMCA). It has extended invitation to private players in Coimbatore to
build a technology demonstrator. The proposal is not only the first time an
indigenous military aircraft programme is seeking the involvement of private
players, but it is also the first time a defence plane development project is proposed to be executed outside Bengaluru. The project that is proposed to be
implemented in Sulur in Coimbatore district, marks Tamil Nadu’s first major
defence aircraft project. The Indian Air Force (IAF) base in Sulur has been earmarked to be the first permanent base of the LCA Tejas squadron.

PhotograPh: SPSC

vIews
The Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA), a project
that has been on the anvil for some time, is planned to be a
twin-engine, multi-role, fifth-generation fighter aircraft for
the IAF. The aircraft will have stealth characteristics and allweather capability. It is being developed by the Aeronautical
Development Agency (ADA) and is proposed to be manufactured
by a consortium of aerospace companies from both the public
and private sector of the Indian aerospace industry. However,
the state-owned Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) will be
the lead integrator. So far, feasibility study on AMCA and the
preliminary design stage have been completed and government
approval for the project is awaited. Work on further design,
development and manufacture of the platform will be undertaken after approval by the government.
As for indigenous capability for production of combat aircraft, track record of the Indian aerospace industry has been less
than impressive. Established in 1940 as a private venture, HAL,
in 1956, with assistance from Dr Kurt Tank, a reputed German
aircraft designer, undertook the design & development of the first
indigenous combat aircraft, the HF-24 Marut. The project made
good progress and the Marut entered service with the IAF in
April 1967, just 11 years after its launch. Unfortunately, the aircraft suffered from a major deficiency as it was equipped with an
underpowered engine and was withdrawn from service by 1990.
In 1984, ADA embarked on the second project for the development of an indigenous fighter aircraft dubbed LCA Tejas. But the
project moved forward at an excruciatingly slow pace. I It took the
Indian aerospace industry 32 years to hand over the first LCA Tejas
to the IAF for squadron service. Two years have passed since then,
but the LCA Tejas is yet to receive Final Operational Clearance. As
the LCA Tejas equipped with the GE F-404 engine turned out to be
underpowered and as evaluated by the IAF, had a number of inadequacies, the Indian aerospace industry came up with a proposal
to develop the Mk II version of the aircraft that would be equipped
with the more powerful GE F-414 engine, would have better avionics and much improved operational capability. As this is likely
to take years if not decades and the requirement of the IAF to
induct combat aircraft was urgent, the Ministry of Defence (MOD)
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asked HAL to address the deficiencies pointed out by the IAF and
offer an updated version dubbed Mk IA before the LCA Tejas Mk II
became a reality. Meanwhile, if the AMCA project proposed to be
located at Sulur, is given the green light, it will proceed in parallel
with the development of the LCA Tejas Mk II at Bengaluru.
As the AMCA is envisaged to be a fifth-generation platform,
its design, development and manufacture will involve a quantum jump in technology and industrial capability, way beyond
what is required for the LCA Tejas Mk II. Manufacture of the
AMCA will require expertise in handling not only aerospace
grade alloys with aluminium, steel, titanium, but more importantly, composites. In fact, the entire external surface will have
to be manufactured using carbon fibre composites. The platform will require an engine that will be capable of delivering
much higher thrust than any of the engines on the different versions of the LCA Tejas or the Su-30 MKI. The power plant will
need to have capability of thrust vectoring and will have to be
integrated with the airframe in a manner so as not to compromise the stealth characteristics of the platform. The AMCA will
require the latest and most advanced radar, a complete range
of modern avionics and potent weapon systems including in the
nuclear regime as also the BrahMos supersonic cruise missile.
Given the capabilities envisaged for the new platform, it is
clearly beyond the capability that the Indian aerospace industry
can boast of at present. While the move to break away from the
confines of the public sector and involve the budding Indian
aerospace industry in the private sector for the AMCA project,
is indeed a progressive one and laudable, it is highly unlikely
that the private sector will be able fill the huge gap in technology and capability in relation to the AMCA project that currently
afflicts the Indian aerospace industry in the public sector. It goes
without saying that for the AMCA project to be successful, a collaboration with a reputed original equipment manufacturer is
an inescapable necessity. Without this, the AMCA may remain
a distant dream for the IAF with the Indian aerospace industry
engaged in a fruitless pursuit. SP

—By Air MArshAl B.K. PAndey (retd)
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Viewpoint

Dassault & airbus
a FormiDable PartnershiP
Although Dassault Aviation and Airbus have historically been rivals,
under the newly emerging political dispensation, they have decided
to jointly embark on a major venture of global significance

phOTOgraph: dassaulT aviaTiOn

By Air MArshAl B.K. PAndey (retd)
Early this year, the French aerospace major
Dassault Aviation and the European conglomerate Airbus,
made public their decision to enter into a partnership to jointly
design, develop and produce the next generation combat aircraft - also described as Europe’s Future Combat Air System
(FCAS). This platform which is planned to be superior to the
existing fifth-generation combat aircraft such as the F-35 joint
strike fighter from Lockheed Martin Corporation of the United
States (US), is intended to initially complement and ultimately
replace by the end of a decade and a half from now, the existing
fleet of the fourth-generation Eurofighter Typhoon produced by
a European consortium of Airbus, BAE Systems and Leonardo
as also the Rafale produced by Dassault Aviation of France.
Initially a partner in the Eurofighter Typhoon project, France
had pulled out on account of serious differences with the other
partners over the design of the aircraft and went ahead to
develop the Rafale, a twin-engine, multi-role combat aircraft as
a competitor to the European platform. Dialogue on the FCAS
began some time ago and last year, the decision to go ahead
with the project was taken in a meeting between Emmanuel
Macron, President of France and Angela Merkel, Chancellor of
Germany. The announcement on April 25, 2018, of the agreement between Dassault Aviation and Airbus, is the first step
towards that goal.
Although Dassault Aviation and Airbus have historically
been rivals, under the newly emerging political dispensation,
they have now decided to join hands to embark on a major
venture of global significance. One primary objective that has
inspired this partnership is to challenge the dominant position of the US in the domain of the global aerospace industry
and especially in the production of combat platforms. Another
objective of the alliance appears to be an effort to ensure
European sovereignty, industrial autonomy and technological leadership in the regime of military aerospace industry
so that European nations do not have to purchase combat
aircraft from the US.
The two aerospace giants Airbus and Dassault Aviation
who are endowed with the right level of expertise and possess
wealth of experience in the production of military aviation
platforms, have already been cooperating successfully in projects in Europe related to the development of unmanned aerial systems. This new collaboration will also help strengthen
ties between France and Germany especially in the context of
the decision by Britain to exit the European Union. For Brit-

www.sps-aviation.com

forging ties: Éric Trappier, chairman and ceO Of dassaulT aviaTiOn,
and dirk hOke, chief execuTive Of airbus defense and space aT The
berlin airshOw, germany, in april 2018

ish companies such as BAE Systems that has been a major
partner in the Eurofighter Typhoon project, Brexit may have
implications as the British aerospace firm could be excluded
from the FCAS project. BAE Systems is also collaborating with
Dassault Aviation in the development of an unmanned combat aircraft. Hopefully, a broader political perspective related
to the security concerns of the European region as a whole,
may help neutralise the shadow of Brexit and remove barriers
between the UK and the Franco-German collaborative effort
to pave the way for the inclusion of BAE Systems in the FCAS
project. This step will undoubtedly be to the benefit of both the
parties concerned. SP
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SeriouS contender: F/A-18F Super Hornet HAS proven cApAbilitieS

CARRIER-BORNE
FIGHTERS AS OF TODAY
Carrier-borne aircraft have come a long way in respect of capability to project air power
leading to a paradigm shift in the military capability of a nation

pHotogrApH: uS nAvy

By Air MArshAl B.K. PAndey (retd)
in the last over a decade and a half, the focus in india
in respect of induction of combat platforms has been on the
acquisition in fairly large numbers, of modern fourth-generation fighter aircraft for the Indian Air Force (IAF). However,
in the beginning of last year, with the Indian Navy initiating a
Request for Information (RFI) for 57 aircraft to equip its new
indigenous aircraft carrier INS Vikrant that is currently under
construction at Cochin Shipyard Limited, interest in carrierborne aircraft has been reignited both in the military aviation
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community as well as in the global aerospace and defence
market that is focused on this segment of the industry. This
sudden interest in the Indian market has been fuelled by the
fact that the Indian Navy has rejected the naval version of
the light combat aircraft (LCA) Tejas Mk I and has offered no
clarity on its position vis-à-vis the naval version of the LCA
Tejas Mk II. This platform is yet to be developed and the time
frame in which it is expected to be available is quite uncertain. In the meantime, the new indigenous aircraft carrier is

www.sps-aviation.com
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(clockwiSe From top leFt) optionS for the indian navy: F-35c ligHtning ii cArrier vAriAnt; rAFAle m; SeA gripen And mig-29k

using a catapult to drastically reduce the length of the takeoff run. For landing, there an arrester hook mounted under
the tail of the aircraft that engages arrester wires immediately after touchdown and brings the aircraft to a halt almost
immediately.
Short Take-Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL): In this sysDevelopment of Carrier-Borne airCraft
The origin of carrier-borne fixed wing aircraft can be traced tem, for aircraft capable of Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL),
back to 1910 when for the first time, a fixed wing aircraft a “Ski-Jump” instead of a Catapult is employed to give the airtook off from the deck of a warship USS Birmingham that was craft the capability to get airborne requiring a significantly short
anchored. This exercise was repeated two years later with an takeoff run. The Ski-Jump takeoff facilitates carriage of higher
aircraft taking off from the deck of a ship HMS Hibernia of the payload as compared to a vertical takeoff and dispenses with the
Royal Navy of Britain, that was sailing on high seas. However, in need for a catapult. The capability of the aircraft to land vertithe last a little over a century, Carrier-borne aircraft have come cally dispenses with the need for arrester wires.
Short Take-Off but Arrested Recovery (STOBAR): In this
a long way in respect of capability to project air power leading
design, the aircraft is not launched by
to a paradigm shift in the military capaa catapult, but takes off under its own
bility of a nation. A fleet of combat airpower and uses a Ski-Jump to shorten
craft operating from a carrier group, is
the takeoff run. On landing, arrester
virtually its backbone and always remain
The Dassault
wires are used to stop the aircraft within
at the forefront of military power of the
a few feet from touchdown.
Rafale–M is the
nation they belong to. Aircraft carriers
and modern Carrier-borne aircraft are
only non–US fighter
designed for different methods of takeoff
Carrier-Borne airCraft
aircraft cleared to
from and landing on the deck. These are
operational or UnDer
as under:
Development
operate from the
Catapult-Assisted Take-Off But
Today, the nations of the world that build
decks
of
US
aircraft
Arrested Recovery (CATOBAR): Under
Carrier-borne aircraft are just a few and
this system, the aircraft is launched
carriers
these include the Unites States, Russia,
from the deck of an aircraft carrier
France, China and Sweden. Japan has

pHotogrApHS: uS nAvy, dASSAult AviAtion, SAAb, indiAn nAvy

expected to be commissioned by the end of 2020. It is therefore incumbent on the Indian Navy to complete the process
of induction of the selected carrier-borne fighter aircraft in a
matching time frame.

www.sps-aviation.com
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not produced any Carrier-borne aircraft in the post World War
II era and the last such platform produced by Britain was the
Sea Harrier that has been phased out by the Indian Navy. The
Carrier-borne aircraft currently operational in the different
Navies of the world or are in advanced stage of development,
are as listed below:

enhance its survivability. This aircraft was inducted into the
Indian Navy beginning 2010 and continues to be in service.
Su-33: Designed by Sukhoi of Russia, the Su-33 is an allweather, carrier capable, twin-engine, air superiority combat
aircraft and is derived from the Su-27. It has folding wings,
upgraded engines and strengthened undercarriage for operating from the deck of an aircraft carrier. It is capable of receiving
fuel in flight. It entered service with the Russian Navy in 1998.
However, once the aircraft reaches the end of its service life,
the Russian Navy has plans to replace it with the MiG-29K for
which orders have already been placed in 2009.

United States of America
F-35C Lightening II Joint Strike Fighter: A product from Lockheed Martin Corporation, this is a single-engine, multi-role, allweather, fifth-generation platform with stealth features. This
platform is a result of evolution over five decades of operation of
carrier-based combat aircraft. Designed for CATOBAR, it is the Sweden
world’s only fifth-generation, long-range, stealth, strike fighter Saab: Designed, developed and manufactured by the Sweddesigned and built explicitly for operations from onboard air- ish aerospace major Saab, the Gripen JAS 39 is a light weight,
craft carriers. The platform is designed to respond to future single-engine, multi-role combat aircraft. The carrier capable
threats and ensure the maritime supremacy of the US Navy version of the platform called the Sea Gripen, is currently under
which currently is the largest customer of this aircraft. The US development. Saab has planned the Sea Gripen as a new-genMarines are also to acquire this platform over and above the eration, carrier-based fighter for the future. The Sea Gripen
will have all the capabilities of the land-based Gripen E/F and
fleet of F-35B STOVL that are already operational with them.
Boeing F/A-18 Super Hornet: Produced initially in 1995 will be the most technologically advanced fighter aircraft in the
by the then US aerospace and defence major McDonnell Doug- world in its category. The aircraft will be highly agile, will have
las as the F-18 Hornet which was a twin-engine, multi-role super-cruise capability, extended reach, net-centric capability,
fighter with all-weather capability. However, after the merger advanced data-link and an extensive electronic warfare suite
that can be adapted to meet specific
of McDonnell Douglas and Boeing in
user requirements. The Sea Gripen will
1997, full scale production of the platalso have superior sensor fusion abiliform began under the management and
ties, the Selex Raven AESA radar, Infracontrol of the latter. Over the years, the
One major factor that
Red Search and Track plus a revolutionaircraft has evolved into a potent comary avionics architecture. The platform
bat platform and was re-designated as
is likely to influence
will offer easy integration of advanced
the F/A-18 Super Hornet. This platthe final choice will
weapon systems and growth potential.
form has been and will continue to be
be cost, both for
the backbone of the US Navy’s CarrierChina
borne aircraft fleet and the mainstay of
initial procurement
Shenyang J-15: Also called the Flying
US Naval air power for years to come.
and through the life
Shark, this aircraft is under developInducted into the US Navy in two modment for the People’s Liberation Army
els, the single-seat E model and the
cycle of the platform
Navy Air Force and is claimed by the
two-seat F model, the Super Hornet is
parent company to be a 4.5 generation
capable of performing a range of misplatform. It is a twin-jet, all-weather,
sions in the tactical spectrum, including
air superiority combat aircraft and will
air superiority, day/night strike with
precision-guided weapons, fighter escort, close air support, be capable of operating from an aircraft carrier. The project is
suppression of enemy air defences, maritime strike, reconnais- marked by controversy as Russia has claimed that the Chinese
have copied the Sukhoi Su-33 without their permission and
sance, forward air control and aerial tanker missions.
have thus violated Intellectual Property Rights.
France
Rafale-M: This is twin-engine canard delta wing, omni-role options Before the inDian navy
combat aircraft, designed, developed and manufactured by Given the experience of the Indian Navy with the MiG-29K espeDassault Aviation of France. Capable of fielding a wide range of cially inadequate product support resulting in poor serviceabilweapons, the Rafale is designed for air supremacy, interdiction, ity of the fleet, it is unlikely that the service would even conaerial reconnaissance, ground attack, deep strike, anti-ship sider a second look at this platform or for that matter any other
strike and nuclear deterrence missions. The Rafale-M is the Russian platform. The Chinese J-15 would also be disqualified
dedicated naval version, uses catapult for takeoff and arrester for the same reason apart from the fact that it is regarded as
gear for landing (CATOBAR). It is the only non-US fighter air- an illegitimate copy of the Su-33 as also the political paradigms
craft cleared to operate from the decks of US aircraft carriers.
involved. That leaves four options for the Indian Navy namely
the F-35C, the F/A-18 Super Hornet, the Rafale-M and the Sea
Russia
Gripen. Of these, the Sea Gripen is still under development and
MiG-29K: Developed in the late 1980s, the Mikoyan MiG-29K unless the original equipment manufacturer provides a model
is a modified version of the land-based MiG-29M for operating for evaluation, it may be difficult for the Indian Navy consider
from an aircraft carrier. It is a fourth-generation, all-weather, this option seriously. Thus the choice will boil down to three
multi-role combat aircraft, capable of receiving fuel as well as platforms, two from the US and one from France. Apart from
refuelling other aircraft in flight. It has a combination of low- operational characteristics, one major factor that is likely to
observable technology, advanced electronic-warfare capabili- influence the final choice will be cost, both for initial procureties, reduced ballistic vulnerability and standoff weapons to ment and through the life cycle of the platform. SP
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boeing KC-46A CAn Also be reConfigured
To CArgo And Aero-MediCAl evACuATion
roles And is equipped wiTh ArMour in
The CoCKpiT for Crew proTeCTion

IAF’s Quest
For
FlIght reFueller
Airbus A330 MrTT

While the process for selection of a new FRA is underway, there is trepidation amongst IAF
circles about the budgetary deprivation afflicting the defence services

phoTogrAph: boeing

By Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)
Experimentation in air-to-air refueling commenced in
1920s. Considering that the first flight itself took place in 1903,
the lure of air-to-air refueling appears to have manifested itself
rather early, long before the term ‘force multiplier’ appeared
with its multi-faceted connotations in the military context.
Today, air-to-air refueling is used by those nations that can
afford it. Its advantages are truly force multiplying: the range
and endurance of aerial platforms can be increased considerably, combat aircraft can enhance their combat staying power
or reach targets beyond their normal radius of action and, in
case of hot-and-high airfield operation, where their weapon
payload is otherwise restricted, still carry a full payload at
the cost of equivalent fuel weight which is then recompensed
through air-to-air refueling. In addition, air-to-air refuelling
enables scarce combat aircraft to be moved from one theatre
to another rapidly. The Indian flirtation with air-to-air refueling
is around a decade and a half old, but its experience has been
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less than happy. This article takes a brief look at the past and
then examines the current initiative to acquire new tankers.
Inadequate FlIght ReFuellIng CapabIlIty
India signed up for six Ilyushin IL-78MKI flight refueling aircraft
(FRA) from Uzbekistan in 2002. The Russian airframe, a variation of IL-76 with 1985 vintage avionics, and with Israeli fuel
transfer system was inducted into 78 Squadron of the Indian
Air Force (IAF) in March 2003. The squadron was named Mid
Air Refueling Squadron (MARS). This FRA, six of which are in
current service, can refuel three jets simultaneously and, in one
operation, can refuel 6-8 Su-30MKIs. It can also refuel the Jaguar and the Mirage 2000. This capability has been practiced
extensively and demonstrated while moving for participation in
international exercises. The latest aircraft to be refuelled by the
IL-78 is the Netra Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C)
aircraft. When the IL-78 was procured, the projected service-
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A330 MrTT CAn fly fArTher And higher ThAn oTher refuellers, besides holding oTher AdvAnTAges

phoTogrAph: Airbus d&s

ability figure was 70 per cent. However, the actual serviceability
has been under 50 per cent. There have also been problems
of spares and maintenance, especially with the refuelling pods
due to frequent failures, inadequate repair facilities and poor
maintenance support from the original equipment manufacturer
(OEM). A Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) report of July
2017 found other issues with the IL-78. The short-fall of maintenance hangars was highlighted and so was the fact that while
the aircraft requires a runway length of 11,480 feet to 15,022
feet to carry full fuel load, no effort had been made to make
such runways although the IAF had identified ten airfields for
the purpose. Possibly, the runway extension has been shelved
due to the fact that the aircraft are due for a major overhaul in
2018-19, during which the engine is to be upgraded obviating
the need for the longer runway. There is also the issue of shortage of hydrant refuelling systems to tank up the IL-78s quickly.
eFFoRts to pRoCuRe addItIonal FRa
Irked by the poor reliability and serviceability of the IL-78
and needing more than six FRAs to meet its requirements of
a two-front war, the IAF started looking at a new procurement
within three years of inducting the IL-78. The first Request
for Proposal (RFP) was floated in 2006 and the Airbus A330
Multi Role Tanker Transport (MRTT)
was the finalist, but in 2010, the RFP
was cancelled reportedly because the
Ministry of Finance expressed “reservations relating to the high cost”. In 2010,
another RFP was issued to which Russian Ilyushin, Ukrainian Antonov and
European Airbus responded. In January 2013, once again the A330 MRTT
was declared as the platform of choice.
Incredibly, the process was terminated
once again citing high cost.
In January 2018, the IAF initiated its
third endeavour to augment its existing
fleet of aerial tankers through a Request
for Information (RFI) for procuring “six

FRAs along with its associated equipment for the IAF to meet
air-to-air refuelling requirements.” The requirement is for a twinengine, two-man crew aircraft with at least 40 years of technical
life. These requirements seem to be focussed on keeping fuel and
maintenance costs low so as to prevent a third damp squib experience. However, as a result, the IL-78 being a four engine FRA,
has been precluded from the competition despite an offer of six
new generation Il-78M-90 tanker aircraft in addition to upgrading the six existing Il-78Ms to the dash-90 standard, new avionics, additional fuel capacity and replacing the D-30 KP engines
with new PS-90s. The offer also includes conversion of one or
two Il-76 transport aircraft into FRA. The last date for responding to the RFI was March 30, 2018. It is expected that the RFP
will include a 30 per cent Offset clause and consider a 30 year
life-cycle cost (LCC) as a factor. The decision for a twin-engine
FRA is cost-driven, but has lower operational reliability as a fourengine FRA could continue its mission with a single engine failure while a twin-engine one would have to abort mission.
boeIng oFFeRs new optIons
In the previous selection processes, the only contenders were the
IL-78 and the A330 MRTT. With the IL-78 out of the reckoning,
the A330 MRTT remains a formidable contender, but there are at
least two other challengers. The first is
the Boeing KC-46 Pegasus which did not
participate in the previous selections as
it was not ready. Indeed, it is still under
development and is expected to enter service with US Air Force (USAF) only later
this year. The KC-46A is based on Boeing 767-200 and Boeing is committed to
building 179 for the USAF by 2027. It can
also be reconfigured to cargo and aeromedical evacuation roles and is equipped
with armour in the cockpit for crew protection, Infra Red (IR) countermeasures
to deceive missiles and electromagnetic
pulse (EMP) hardening to operate in hostile environs. Japan is the first interna-

In January 2018,
the IAF initiated its
third endeavour to
augment its existing
fleet of aerial tankers
through a Request
for Information for
six FRAs for the IAF
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su-30’s of iAf being refuelled by il-78 refueller during A prACTiCe sorTie

How tHEy coMparE
Technical
Comparison
range

A330 MRTT

3850 nm

6350 nm

Max Cruise Altitude

35000 ft

42651 ft

Cruise speed

470 knots

470 knots

Max Take-off weight

phoTogrAph: iAf

KC-46A Pegasus

188,241 kgs

233,000 kg

fuel Capacity

16700 gal

25765 gal

length Total

159.10 ft

209 ft

tional customer for the KC-46A but, interestingly, South Korea, a
close trade and strategic partner for US, has favoured the A330
MRTT over the KC-46A. The aircraft was first shown to IAF at
Seattle in 2016 and its capabilities are known.
The other likely contender is Israel Aerospace Industries’
Bedek Aviation Group with its Boeing 767-300ER multi-mission
tanker transport (MMTT) with a modern glass cockpit, new
engines, under-wing hose-and-drogue refuelling pods and a
boom customised for each customer. The aircraft can be reconfigured to carry 200 troops or 60 tonnes of cargo. Bedek claims
that the cost will be 15-20 per cent lower than an alternative
with matching performance and operational capabilities.
Last year, Airbus made a clever offer as a package deal
for six A330 MRTT that included an air-to-air refueling kit for
the 56 C295 aircraft that India is procuring from Airbus. The
offer holds only mild interest as a C295 cannot refuel combat
aircraft, but would be restricted to refueling helicopters and
some other slower aircraft. There is some lure in that offer as
even the figure of 12 (six existing plus six new) FRAs would be
inadequate for meeting the tasks of IAF and the Indian Navy.
Even otherwise the A330 MRTT holds an edge over the KC46A according to a report by Indian Defence Research Wing
(see table above).
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As can be seen, the A330 MRTT can fly 2,500 nautical miles
farther and 7,651 feet higher than the Pegasus, besides holding
other advantages. However, with its smaller size and because the
Boeing 767 costs less than the A330 MRTT, the final tipping factor may well be the lower unit and life-cycle cost of the KC-46A.
This is especially so as the previous two RFPs have floundered on
financial rocks. Boeing is also highlighting the fact that KC-46A
has better compatibility than A330 MRTT to refuel other Boeing
developed platforms like C-17, P-8I, Chinook MH-47E and even
Lockheed Martin C-130J already operated by IAF and Indian Navy.
The recent air-to-air refuelling of the Netra brought to
notice another initiative by DRDO. The IAF has reportedly
asked for the Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS)
aircraft being developed around an A330 platform since 2015
to have the additional role of FRA. The wisdom of such a design
is debatable and the arguments for and against will probably
be deliberated upon in the future. Possibly, such an aircraft will
lead to suboptimal attainment of either role while meeting the
urgently required numbers of both AWACS and FRA.
hopIng FoR the best
While the process for selection of a new FRA is underway, there
is trepidation amongst IAF circles about the budgetary deprivation the defence services are afflicted with. For 2018-19, the IAF
had made a projection of `1,14,526 crore while the allocation
is only to the tune of `65,891 crore. Indeed, the IAF has reportedly stated its inability to make even the tranche payments for
purchases already committed prior to this financial year. Thus
there will remain an interrogation mark over the actual acquisition even after the selection process comes to the end of its
expectedly long drawn span. As far back as 2012, Vice Chief of
the Air Staff, Air Marshal D.C. Kumaria, had said that all combat aircraft of the IAF would have air-to-air refueling capability
in future, clarifying that the decision applied to all current and
future acquisitions, whether combat jets, transport aircraft, helicopters or other assets. Consummation of this lofty sentiment is
predicated to a speedy culmination of the just launched selection
process, hopefully this time concluding logically into an actual
purchase of a minimum of six FRAs for the IAF. SP
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Are Flying CArs
the Future oF indiAn
AviAtion?
From Aviation Minister Jayant Sinha endorsing Flying Rickshaws to IIT-Kanpur- VTOL
Aviation India’s `15 crore collab to make flying cars, SP’s Aviation separates facts from fiction.
By ArpitA KAlA
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vations, founded by IIT Kanpur graduate Vikram Singh Meena,
pilot-tested delivery of two litres of hot tea with the help of battery-powered and GPS-fitted drones on last month. Meanwhile,
China’s food delivery app, Ele.me has got a formal clearance
from the government to deliver food via drones. With aerial
automobiles becoming the latest cool, is the world really moving on to an era of flying cars? More so, will the still-in-progress
drafting of Drone Policy clip India’s aviation dreams? We ask
aviation veterans for their take.
Fact or Fiction?
“I’m a big propagator of drones and I think the future lies there.
I absolutely agree with Jayant Sinha’s drone rickshaw, 200 per
cent. If you were to look back in history at Times Square in New
York, say 50 years ago, all you would see would be horse carriages. Fast-forward 20 years ahead and you would probably
see a few cars owned by the rich and horse carriages for the
rest in the same space. Fast-forward to now, there are only cars
in same space. Similarly, I think the world has evolved to the
rich having private jets now while everyone else has cars. In
the next 20 years, the rich will have moved to drones or flying
cars. Slowly, you will see the whole world move towards flying
devices because there won’t be space for us to drive or park
cars,” says Kanika Tekriwal, founder, JetSetGo.
While the road space is getting tighter, drone-powered transport is a good fit, bonus points should the environment-friendly
aerial E-rickshaws become a reality. However, their usefulness
in other areas is also coming to light. Online shopping portals are
cashing in on drones to make deliveries cutting on cost and time.
American electronic commerce and cloud computing company,
Amazon, made its first drone delivery in the UK in December
2016. The company shared plans of new delivery service called
Prime Air in 2013, designed to safely get packages to customers
in 30 minutes or less using unmanned aerial vehicles or drones.
However, you may have to wait a while for Prime Air to take
flight in India. For, starters, the system is still under progress
and the lack of or stringent regulations may just dampen the
process further. “Amazon Prime Air is continuing to develop a
delivery system designed to safely get packages into customers’
hands in 30 minutes or less using unmanned aerial vehicles, or
drones. Putting Prime Air into service will take some time, but
we will deploy when the technology, infrastructure and regulatory support are in place to safely realize our vision. At this time
we do not have any immediate plans to launch drone delivery
services in India,” the Amazon India Spokesperson told us.

FIRST: worLd’s first eLectric verticaL take-off and Landing air -taxi
LiLium Jet has 300 km range and sPeeds uP to 300 km/h; (inset) the
deveLoPed PrototyPe of LiLium Jet concePt wiLL be comPLeted by 2023

last year, the world’s first electric vertical take-off
and landing jet concept, the Lilium Jet, made the world realise
their Jetsons dreams. The all-electric air taxi boasts a 300
km range and speeds up to 300 km/h. The concept probably
inspired Minister of Civil Aviation, Jayant Sinha, to envision a
digital sky with ‘air rickshaws.’ And, he’s not alone. Researchers
at IIT-Kanpur have signed a `15 crore MoU with VTOL Aviation
to develop functional prototypes of vertical takeoff and landing
(VTOL) craft.
It is hoped that the developed prototype powered by electricity will be completed by 2023. Peer-to-peer ridesharing, taxi
cab, food delivery, and transportation network company Uber,
has the same five-year tentative deadline for their take on aerial
taxis under UberAIR. Closer home in Lucknow, TechEagle Inno-
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Fasten your seatbelts For a long delay
After imposing a blanket ban on the civil use of drones and
unmanned aircraft system by civilians in 2014, the regulatory
body for Indian civil aviation, Director General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA), released a draft of drone policy earlier this year outlining
the drone flying regulations in India. Interestingly, the regulations
released by the DGCA is a little tougher than those followed in
countries like USA and Canada. Nano-drones (<250 gm) for recreational purposes do not require any permission, however, if your
UAV is classified as a Mini drone and above (>2Kg), be prepared to
drown in paperwork before you can fly. Permissions from police,
flight path authorization, and more will be required to operate
such drones. Apart from these, drones are not allowed in certain
sensitive areas such as places falling under 50 km from international borders, beyond 500m from the sea coast, within 5 km from
Vijay Chowk, India Gate, national parks, wildlife sanctuaries etc.
The indigenous drone companies have already raised
concerns and asked for rectification in the proposed policy
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the amazon Prime air deLivery system using drones is stiLL under Progress

agrees. He says, “It is a tricky situation.
for drones over the proposed weight
Drone is a subject that still hasn’t been
restriction of 2kgs and height restric“The whole world will
understood completely and I don’t think
tion of 200 feet for drones used for varimove towards flying
any of the governments have come to
ous applications. It is interesting to note
a conclusion on how to handle this. If
that US’s Federal Aviation Administradevices because there
it is handled carelessly, it can become
tion’s rules for flying a drone instruct
won’t be space for us
a major security hazard anywhere in
users to fly at or below 400 feet. In such
the world. I mean, these are pilotless
a scenario should the drafted policy be
to drive or park cars. I
instruments that can be monitored by
passed, Jayant Sinha’s drone-powered
absolutely agree with
a remote and have potential to cause
rickshaw will end up becoming more of
Jayant Sinha’s drone
damage and destruction. The Indian
an accident hazard in the skies rather
government, just like any other country,
than a convenient transport system.
rickshaw, 200%.” says
is treading softly on this, and rightfully
The co-founder of Indian drone
Kanika Tekriwal.
so, but then yet again drones are the
company PigeonIs, Dewang Gala,
future of aviation.”
shared some valid concerns with us,
The DGCA has been mulling over
lack of digitisation being one of them.
the drone regulations for long and it
He says, “The drone regulations are of
seems rightly so. Striking a balance
course necessary. However, my concern
with the draft is are just with the physical application forms that between not over-regulating and yet stepping into the future is
will need to be filled. It would become a very tedious process to not an easy task. Apart from obvious security concerns, accido that and then wait about 2-3 days to get all the approvals. dents in the skies are a major issue too since even bumping
There should be an online or app-based something that can the bumper of a flying car can have dire consequences. Transfasten the process. Lack of digitisation will increase the admin- port revolutionary Elon Musk isn’t convinced about the utility
istrative burden too.” He also added that requirement for the of this either. “There will be zillions of these things flying all
drone pilot to get the same training as the manned aeroplane over the place and, inevitably, somebody’s not going to service
pilot is unnecessary considering they are completely different their car properly and they’re going to drop a hubcap and it’s
operations. “Drone pilots do require training because there’s a going to guillotine somebody,” he said at an event for his comcrash threat such as avoiding flight over power lines, defence pany, The Boring Company, adding, “And it’s going to be noisy
areas etc but it’s not similar to the sophisticated training of a like a hurricane.”
While the benefits cannot be denied, civil use of unmanned
manned aircraft. The draft also mentions setting up 12-13 odd
training facilities in India, which won’t be enough and some of aviation has great potential but it still needs to be regulatedthe how, where, when in the present safety environment.
them are quite inconvenient distance-wise,” he says.
Dewang Gala agrees, saying, “Flying Rickshaws would be possible in the next five years only if it’s a smart city developed
no blue skies
With cons stacking up higher along with the obvious advantages with responsible and accurate planning. Even right now, when
of flying cars and the works, it is imperative to take stock of walking down the road and I see so many bare wires. Drones
the good as well as the bad. Rajan Mehra, CEO, Club One Air, cannot detect wires.” SP
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Xo1 is thE first comPact
Vtol jEt with a cruising
sPEEd of 300 km/h

EXCLUSIVE

PhotograPhs: ElEctric Visionary aircrafts

BEATING
TRAFFIC BLUES
Imagine a world without the stress of traffic, where mobility is a breeze, where you can enjoy
the best of technology… EVA (Electric Visionary Aircrafts) is the first Compact Autonomous
E-VTOL (Electric Vertical and Take-OFF Landing). With their first aircraft, the X01,
commuters will leapfrog traffic jams and enjoy the luxury of travel in 5 times less than usual
time. With no infrastructure cost, this will be the fastest and best way to skip the traffic in
cities coping with traffic jams and pollution.
By Ramees muhammed,
head of design, electRic VisionaRy aiRcRaft
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Our first model X01 is the world’s first compact
autonomous VTOL jet which has a capacity of two passengers
or a payload of 250 kgs. It is powered by 24 electric jet engines
designed for vertical take off/landing, hovering and cruising.
The aircraft has an autonomy range of 250 kms and a cruising speed of 300 km/hour. It flies in a altitude range of 350m.
This compact aircraft has a length of 5.1m and a total width
of 2 m. The aircraft is equipped with foldable wings which
makes it possible to accommodate in a car parking space, also
to practically land almost anywhere on the street depends the
requirements.
X01 is equipped with 12 cameras, 77 GHz Radar, and Lidar
for automated flight.
The batteries can be charged from Electric Car charging
stations. Also, we are planning to build the automated parking
building to recharge batteries, do checkups and maintenance.

The passengers can book the flight by touch of a finger using
our mobile application form where they can chose the pickup
area and destination.
The interior of the aircraft is equipped with luxurious seats,
a set of large Infotainment screens where passengers can see
the flight status, change planned course, log in to social apps
and watch movies.
When it comes to safety, the aircraft will be equipped with
an advanced transponder, parachutes, remote piloting assistance with full redundancy.
In addition to the urban air taxi usage, X01 will be available
for VIP usage, search & rescue and short haul cargo delivery.
StatuS
EVA was launched in May 2017, with an office opened next to
Hyperloop office at Francazal Airbase in Toulouse, France.

thE dEVEloPmEnt of thE full scalE PrototyPE is EXPEctEd to commEncE in 2019
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EvA X01: SpECifiCAtiOnS
length: 5.1 m
width of the cabin: 2 m
wingspan: 11m
foldable wings with winglets
6 large rotors in 2 compartments at the rear for Vtol
4 small rotors attached on each wing
2 canards on each side. Each canard has 2 rotors (total of 8 rotors
on canard)
a panoramic roof for the enhanced view for the passengers

The design of the X01 has been finalised and we are working on a 1:10 prototype which will be followed by a full scale
prototype in early 2019. EVA is working with French Government to establish the air taxi segment in coordination with the
transport authority (RATP) and are planning to expand the service to major cities around the world.
We have already signed a non-exclusive agreement in SouthEast Asia and will join the world cities summit in Singapore.
The company has already selected three test cities for 2019
including Toulouse, France.
EVA was a participant at Viva-technology exhibition 2018 in
Paris and was notably attracted by many major visitors including French Ministry of defense.
EVA is open to distribution agreements or cooperation with
taxi fleet companies, e-hailing solutions, search and rescue
organizations in India. SP

thE Xo1 is also EquiPEd with 12 camEra’s, 77 ghz radar and lidar for automatEd flight
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Co-founder of PigeonIS, Dewang Gala, talks using drone
technology to replace manual labour and civil aviation ministry’s
drone policy

“Jayant Sinha’S ‘Drone
rickShaw’ iS a PoSSibility
only in a Smart city”
PhotograPh: PigeoniS

By ArpitA KAlA
Time is money and no one understands it better than
Dewang Gala, co-founder of PigeonIS, as he brings sci-fi fantasies to life by sending drones out to work. Literally. “Our tagline
says- We want to send drones to work, no more boots on the
ground. For example in the mining industry, there are many
instances when a person needs to go from place to place to col-
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lect data etc and drones can help fasten the process. To survey
an area of 1 km square, a person can cover the distance in 2-3
days on foot while a drone takes only 20-25 minutes,” he says.
Started in 2014 with a dream of providing solutions using
drones as a part of their college project, Gala has come a long
way from when he participated in UAE Drone’s for Good com-
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petition. “Although we weren’t shortlisted, we got the idea that
we wanted to build something that can be used for anything
and everything…we still have many ideas that drones can be
used for. We are still in development phase,” he says. And, he is
one of the many not impressed by the civil aviation ministry’s
drone policy draft.
What are your vieWs about drone draft shared by
the government?
Drone regulations are necessary, of course. However, my major
concern with the regulations listed in the document is with the
amount of physical application forms that will need to be filled.
It would be a very tedious process and then, the 2-3 day long
wait to get all the approvals. Considering the amount of work
we do, it would prove to be very inconvenient to wait for so long
just to get an approval to fly. There should be an online or app
based something that can fasten the process. Lack of digitisation will increase the administrative burden too.
My other concern is that they mention that the drone pilot
should have the same training as a manned airplane pilot
despite them being completely different things. The most obvious reason being that the pilot operates from outside with the
help of remote controller in a drone. They do require training
because there are crash threats and safety hazards such as
avoiding flight over power lines, defence areas etc but it’s not
similar to the sophisticated training of a manned aircraft.
We have trained our drone pilots ourselves for the Pigeon
operations since there is no government body as such to regulate or
educate them. So, we make our own
drones and train our own pilots. The
draft also mentions setting up 12-13
odd training facilities in India, which
won’t be enough and some of them
are quite inconvenient distance-wise.

then but it will be very inconveniencing for operators like us
who have to fly daily. Like I’ve said before, not digitising the
process is a huge drawback.
do you think ban on foreign drones not letting
competition groW in the country?
Absence of competition is a good and a bad thing too. If there
are foreign players, of course, we’ll have more things to do…
more challenges and more innovations. India is not falling
behind globally when it comes to drones in spite of the government regulations. I don’t mind the competition at all but that’s
not my concern right now. Our operations are completely different since we serve a niche audience and enjoy monopoly here.
has the samsung’s facial recognition drone
encouraging you to push the envelope for drone
innovation?
For their patented drone, Samsung has combined machine
learning with computer vision. It’s a similar algorithm to selfie
cameras. But, there are some limitations too. For example in
real-life situations there will always be background noise or
clutter in an image, which may just make the feature difficult.
In theory it is fine but in practice it may require more time to
perfect the concept.
We also have a plan to set up a platform where drones will
autonomously go collect the data, return to the base independently and present the report or findings. The plan is to have
autonomous drone inspections. But
again, the system we need for this is very
high-end. Right now, in case of reports of
any anomaly, a human has to go and fix
the ‘problem’. In the future, a computer
can pick up any issues noticed during
inspections and be able to tell the difference between a defect or not from the
images. But, for that the computer will
have to be taught all the permutations
and combinations aka artificial intelligence. It will take time, of course.
One of the problems we are facing
right now is that the computer cannot distinguish between the
background noises during drone inspection of a loud site and
deems them an anomaly.

“We want to send
drones to work, no
more boots on the
ground”

What about the 18 year old age
limit?
Ideally, it should be 21 years because
at eighteen, a person may still not be
mature enough to take decisions in emergency situations. He/
She can fly during training phases but for real-life situations
someone over 21 years of age should be a better bet. There may
be a few exceptions, obviously, but I feel this is a decent age.
What kind of drones does your organisation use?
We have assembled drones for survey as well as inspection. For
the former, the drone requirements include being able to fly for
longer time over a larger area with good resolution while latter
you need very sophisticated drone with dual purpose.

did you alWays knoW that you’d be Working With
drones or you realised it at the competition?
We always had an idea to work in this field and we aren’t a
manufacturing company but a service provider in every sector. The futuristic application of drones that we are looking at
involves setting up drone stations from where drones can be
sent out autonomously for various chores on their own by a
man commanding them from an office.
has india remained balanced or fallen prey to overregulation?
It actually depends on individual rules. In some places it’s mentioned that the flight pass needs to be submitted every now and
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are you in a hurry to join the drone patent War?
Not really, because we want to be sure about our work first. We
are in a planning and researching phase right now. However,
time is just right to be a drone services company in the country
considering the high demand we get for our work. Right now the
supply for people’s drone service requirements is way lesser as
compared to the demand, so there is need for new companies.
do you think jayant sinha’s drone rickshaW is a
possibility?
That’s possible in the next five years only if it’s a smart city
developed with responsible and accurate planning. Even right
now, when walking down the road and I see so many bare
wires… I wonder that it may just be a problem for drone rickshaws. Drones cannot detect wires. There needs to be thorough planning to not have wires after a certain altitude or
there should be specific parts of the city where drone rickshaws can fly. It should be planned very accurately. Drone
autos are similar to helicopters in a way, so I think it could be
possible, in that scenario. SP
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ComaC C919 –
EmErging ChallEngE
to Existing PlayErs
The C919 is set to significantly change the narrow-body airliner segment in the next three
years or so when its deliveries commence

PhotograPh: Nexcelle

By Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)
The narrow-body, single-aisle airliner market has
been a duopolistic one for over two decades with Airbus A320
and Boeing 737 families driving it across the globe. Enhancements to these two basic models kept the market alive and
competitive over the years until both decided to re-engine their
steeds while retaining their basic design. The results are the
A320neo and the Boeing 737 MAX and their versions with new
engines and minor design changes promising up to 15 per cent
fuel saving. The parallel moves were aimed at avoiding the
high risk and investment in designing new aircraft altogether
although a Boeing initiative on ‘Middle of the Market’ aircraft
is underway to find a solution to bridge the gap between a narrow-body and a wide-body and their corresponding ranges. The
narrow-body segment is a hotly contested and lucrative one and
there are new players wanting to enter. A moderate disruption
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was caused by Bombardier’s sale of 75 C-Series aircraft to Delta
Airlines in 2016. Last year, Airbus pulled off a coup of sorts by
acquiring a 50.01 per cent stake in the Bombardier’s prized
C-Series airliner programme without any upfront investment.
The deal is expected to land the entire C-Series programme in
Airbus’ lap in around five years. While the basic Airbus A320/
Boeing 737 designs are focused on the 180-seat cabin layout,
the C-Series has a 100-seat version (CS100) and a 160-seat one
(CS300). The Embraer challenge in the arena offers 88-seat,
106-seat and 132-seat variants of the E-2 family. Boeing is seriously looking at a deal with Embraer akin to the Airbus-Bombardier one. The Mitsubishi Regional Jet has an 80-seater and
a 92-seater in terms of a weak challenge. A similar player is the
Chinese ARJ21 with 90 seats. Russian company Irkut is also
working on two versions of MC-21, one with 165 seats and the
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other with 211 seats. This article looks at China’s C919, a serious contender in the narrow-body space which, with a 168-seat
cabin version and a modern design, appears set to muzzle its
way into the narrow-body space in the near future.
The C919 Design
The C919 is manufactured by Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China (COMAC), a Shanghai-based company, which was
formed in 2008 and functions as the main aircraft manufacturer
for large civil passenger aircraft programmes. Its internet site
declares that it adheres to the principle of “development with
Chinese characteristics” — to bolster China’s claims of self reliant
technological progress. Chinese sources refer to the C919 as a
“trunk liner” and COMAC itself terms it as “a short-medium range
commercial trunk liner”. It has a layout of 158 to 168 seats and
a range of 4,075 to 5,555km. According to COMAC, the economic
life of the C919 is designed to be 90,000 flying hours/30 calendar
years. COMAC claims that the fuel consumption and direct operating cost-per-seat-per-km would be lower than that of “similar
existing airplanes” (read Airbus A-320 and Boeing 737).
Both Pratt & Whitney and CFM International offered to provide engines for the C919. The latter was finally selected. CFM
International, a joint venture company between GE Aviation of
the United States and Safran Aircraft Engines of France started
the Leading Edge Aviation Propulsion
(LEAP) programme in 2005 incorporating technologies that CFM developed as
part of its LEAP56 technology acquisition programme. The engine was officially launched as LEAP-X on July 13,
2008, the year that C919 programme
was launched, as an intended successor
to the CFM56 family popular with contemporary narrow-body, single-aisle
aircraft. The other contender for that
segment is Pratt & Whitney PW1000G.
The LEAP family has three variants: 1A
which powers the A320neo and produces 24,500 to 35,000lbs thrust, 1B
for the 737MAX family which produces
23,000 to 28,000lbs thrust and 1C for the C919 with 27,890 to
30,000lbs thrust. As can be seen, the C919 engine (LEAP 1C)
produces more thrust than the Boeing 737MAX one (LEAP 1B).
Chinese AVIC Commercial Aircraft Engine Co was also tasked
with developing an indigenous engine to be used with the aircraft. Its ACAE CJ-1000A was unveiled at the 2012 Zhuhai Air
Show; but there is no news of its integration into the C919 yet.

MarkeT ProsPeCTs
According to the COMAC News Centre, a total of 785 orders
have been booked for C919 from 27 domestic and foreign customers, largely Chinese airlines. However, airworthiness certification is a problem as of now and likely to remain for some
time. The Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) certification is easily obtained; but is not accepted by most nations
outside China. An application for type certification was made
to European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) in April 2017; but
there is no news of an application to US Federal Aviation Authority (FAA). In the absence of any international certification, the
C919 could not fly to the Singapore Air Show this year, which is
something COMAC would have loved to do to improve its market
prospects. Incidentally, China’s 90-seat ARJ2, which obtained its
Type Certification from CAAC in 2014 and Production Certification in 2017, is yet to obtain EASA or FAA certification and
hence is flying only in Chinese airspace with Chinese users in
limited numbers. The prospects for C919’s certification appear a
little brighter on account of the several American and European
stakeholders in the C919’s success. GE is one of C919’s contractors, supplying onboard maintenance and flight-data recording
systems through a joint venture with Aviation Industry of China.
The plane’s engines come from CFM International, GE’s joint
venture with Safran Aircraft Engines. Other suppliers include
Honeywell International and United
Technologies Corporation. COMAC also
has orders for the jet from GE Capital
Aviation Services, an aircraft and engine
leasing company. Hopefully, these connections will provide a lobby to progress
C919 certification with EASA and FAA.
The A320neo with the Pratt & Whitney engine is passing through a difficult
period with significant engine problems
on aircraft already delivered to clients.
The issue has not gone down well with
users and the fact that Airbus hastened
a bit into the delivery phase to outrun
Boeing’s 737MAX has not done the
A320neo prospects any good. The fate
of the Boeing 737MAX with another Pratt & Whitney engine
is not yet certain and time will tell whether the type also has
problems similar to the A320neo. Should the C919 enter service
and have no such problems with its LEAP-1C engine, it would
augur well for its sales. The cost of the C919 can be expected to
be competitive on account of lower costs of production in China.

The cost of the C919
can be expected to
be competitive on
account of lower
costs of production in
China

CurrenT sTaTus
A total of six aircraft are planned to be produced for the over
thousand compliance verification tests necessary for certification. The first aircraft, AC 101, rolled out on November 2,
2015 and the first test flight took place on May 5, 2017. In
November last year, it carried out its first inter-city flight to
Yanliang, Xian, a distance of about 1300km. The second aircraft, AC 102, flew first in January this year. The programme
has suffered delays and the current projection for the delivery
of the first aircraft to a customer is 2021, five years beyond the
original target of 2016. If the first delivery takes place in 2021,
it would be 13 years after the launch of the programme. One
reason for the delays in flight testing is that Shanghai is one of
the busiest airports in the country.One reason for ferrying out
the first aircraft to Xian is that it can be tested there in a less
crowded airspace.
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ConClusion
As the traditional classification of airliners gets obfuscated by
enlarged envelopes of narrow-body aircraft, the market is getting
cluttered by new options. The largest of the Airbus A320 family, the A321LR, is now the longest range single-aisle, narrowbody airliner capable of carrying 240 passengers over a range of
7400km. Smaller single-aisle aircraft are filling the gaps between
turboprop and A320/737 families. The advent of C919 is likely
to imping on the A320/737 market prospects the most and its
expected competitive cost is sure to create a ripple in the narrowbody space. The annual production was targeted at 150 planes by
2020. Even with delays in EASA/FAA certification, the supply to
Chinese market will give it five to ten years within which to get its
certifications through. During that period, the C919s will replace
the A320s/737s in the Chinese market. To sum up, the C919 is set
to significantly reorder the narrow-body airliner segment in the
next three years or so when its deliveries commence. SP
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Flying into the Future
with Brexit, AlternAtive
Jet Fuels & AirspAce issues
Aviators around the globe convened at the European Business Aviation Convention &
Exhibition (EBACE) to take stock of the business aviation scenario
By ArpitA KAlA
this year’s edition of the much-awaited annual aviation
event European Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition
(EBACE) kicked off in Geneva last month. The four-day long event
saw representatives from European industry and government
come together to discuss operational constraints limiting business aviation travel, and to explore methods to mitigate them.
Sustainability was a major area of concern apart from the changes
that may be brought about in European business aviation courtesy
Brexit. The attendees also paid homage to Dassault Group chairman emeritus and business aviation leader, Serge Dassault. European Business Aviation Association (EBAA) Chairman Juergen
Wiese also announced that EBACE2018 is dedicated to Dassault’s
memory. He said, “Under Serge’s guidance and inspiration, Dassault Aviation rose to become a global leader in business aviation,
military applications and technological advancements. Without
question, he will long be remembered as a diplomat, statesman,
innovator and leader, not just within the industry, but among all
those who have been influenced by his leadership.”
Trouble in The skies?
The prospective withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the
European Union may cause some turbulence in the skies above
Europe. Mark Bisset with Clyde & Co. says, “Aviation is simply
not on the agenda in those discussions at all. And that’s worrying, because the clock is ticking and we’re trying to remain
positive.” During an educative session at the EBACE 2018, concerns such as handling customs duties and VAT requirements,
membership of the European Aviation Safety Association and
access to Britain by outside countries, including US, were discussed. However, traffic rights between the UK and EU states
remain on the top of the list of concerns for operators. EBAA
had also recently unveiled a detailed analysis of the following
six possible scenarios for business aviation operations in the
aftermath of the United Kingdom’s pending exit from the EU:
• Maintenance of the status quo.
• The UK joins the European Economic Area (EEA).
• Negotiation of UK-EU bilateral. Aviation agreement (Swiss
model).
• The UK joins the European Common Aviation Area (ECAA).
• No “aviation deal”: reversion to previously agreed bilateral
air services agreements (ASAs).
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•

Negotiation of a new ASAs with EU and/or individual Member States.

Flying green
Environment responsibility was the main focus at the convention with their host facility, the Palexpo convention center,
boasting of a roof with 15,000 photovoltaic panels that form
an expansive solar array capable of producing 4.2 gigawatthours per year, enough electricity for 1,350 households. From
optimised show equipment and transportation alternatives to
reducing the number of vehicles required on-site, as well as
locally recycled show carpets in the exhibit hall and a “zerolandfill” event strategy, they were committed towards the cause.
Interestingly, the site of the aircraft static display at the
EBACE, Geneva Airport (GVA), was declared “carbon neutral” in
2017 and has earned the highest level (3+) in the Airport Carbon Accreditation (ACA) campaign. The third busiest airport in
the world and is also set to include 1 per cent of renewable Jet
A1-certified aviation fuel produced from waste materials in the
aviation fuel distributed at the airport with the objective of being
cost neutral for all users.
A new initiative focused on raising awareness of available and
emerging alternative jet fuel options was also expressed at the
convention with the introduction of the Business Aviation Guide
to the Use of Sustainable Alternative Jet Fuels (SAJF). According
to them, SAJF for business aviation are safe, approved, and available today, though in limited quantities, the fuels offer myriad
benefits. The fuels are produced from multiple feedstock, which
are sustainable, renewable resources, and are therefore an environmental “win-win.” International Business Aviation Council
Director General Kurt H. Edwards said on the EBACE website,
“Sustainable alternative jet fuels are a new technology available
now for use by our innovative community. Their growing use will
be a critical component of business aviation’s global commitment
to mitigate and reduce carbon emissions, and to meet our aspirational goal of carbon-neutral growth from 2020.”
up To The minuTe
The convention was an ideal setup for leading aviation brands
to showcase their latest offerings. The Embraer Legacy 450 and
500 business jets showed off their new seats for the first time
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that offer their customers more personalisation options with new
styles in stitching, material textures and color applications. Their
other enhancements include a best-in-class cabin altitude (5,800
ft), new Internet connectivity and readiness for FANS (FAA’s
Future Air Navigation System). Both Embraer jets have undergone Avance L5 installations too. Earlier this year, in March, the
Legacy 450 jet set a new speed record on a flight between Portland, United States and Farnborough, United Kingdom. According
to the US National Aeronautic Association (NAA), the flight lasted
six hours and five minutes, covering a distance of 2,756 nautical miles at an average speed of 521.89 mph with fuel reserves
in excess of those required for NBAA IFR as well as for critical
operations. Talking about speed, Embraer also became the first
business aircraft manufacturer to offer line-fit high-capacity
high-speed Ka-Band connectivity for medium cabin business jets.
The Viasat solution will become available in the second quarter
of 2019 for new Legacy 450 and Legacy 500 customers as well as
for current customers of these models through a retrofit solution.
At the convention, the signing of a purchase agreement for a preowned Legacy 500 was also announced. The business jet will be
operated by Centreline, a UK-based full-service private jet company, which already operates two Legacy 500s. The delivery of
this additional order is scheduled for August this year. Embraer
also announced a new purchase agreement for four more Legacy
650E business jets with Air Hamburg, world’s largest operator of
the Legacy 600/650.
Meanwhile, Dassault Aviation had unleashed their avian talons
with Falcon 8X, Falcon 900LX and Falcon 2000LXS on static display. On Day 1 of EBACE 2018, Dassault launched FalconConnect,
providing one-stop connectivity services for owners and operators of new and in-service Falcons rather than buying airborne
hardware and then arranging for service with a service provider.
Customers operating Dassault Aviation’s new Falcon 8X will also
receive operational credit allowing bad weather approaches to
100 foot minimum decision heights on aircraft equipped with
Dassault’s FalconEye combined vision system. The new capability
recently completed a joint FAA/EASA certification campaign and
will be introduced onto the market before the end of the year.
A day before the convention Dassault Aviation signed a cooperation agreement with Dassault Systèmes for the implementation of the 3DEXPERIENCE platform. The multi-year agreement
covers the replacement of Dassault Aviation’s civil and military
aircraft programmes with the 3DEXPERIENCE platform for all
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PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) solutions. Not only that, it
will also enable them to expand the Falcon business jets, evolve
the Rafale fighter, MALE observation UAV among others.
New orders from Japan, France and Germany underscore
Dassault Aviation’s rapidly expanding inroads into the multimission business jet market. The most recent deal involves the
Japan Coast Guard, which acquired another Falcon 2000 Maritime Surveillance Aircraft (MSA) to reinforce its maritime patrol
capability. The Coast Guard had previously ordered four MSA
aircraft, which are based on the 4,000 nm Falcon 2000LXS.
The Gulfstream G600 and G500 also made their European
debut in Geneva. The highly customisable 19-seater G500 can
fly 5,200 nm at Mach 0.85 while the G600 can fly 6,500 nm at
Mach 0.85. Taking the Gulfstream experience a notch higher
with virtual reality, attendees experienced Gulfstream’s Symmetry Flight Deck™ with an interactive experience that features a
pilot seat, all-new active control side-sticks and a throttle quadrant. Virtually exploration of a G650ER cabin with the popular
seat design in the four-living-area space, was also made possible at the convention.
Close on their heels, Bombardier also showed off two additions to its Global Business Jet Family: the new Global 5500 and
Global 6500, expected to enter service by the end of 2019. Powered by new Rolls-Royce Pearl engines and a new wing design,
both aircraft can reach top speeds up to Mach 0.90. The new
engines also yield a 13 per cent fuel burn advantage, reducing
operating costs and the aircraft’s carbon footprint.
But the ‘quieter and louder at the same time’, HondaJet
Elite, was the centre of attention at EBACE 2018. Honda Aircraft
unveiled the twin-engine light jet at the convention featuring an
extended range, noise attenuating engine inlets, full-service galley
and new color options among other features. The new aircraft, in
development for the past two years and priced at $5.25 million,
has achieved a 17 per cent range increase to 1,437 nm and is
equipped with a newly developed attenuating inlet structure that
lines each engine to reduce high-frequency noise and increase
cabin quietness. The Elite also includes updated Garmin 3000
avionics, two-tone executive leather seats, a belted lavatory and
Bongiovi Aviation speakerless in-cabin audio system integrated
into the interior panel. Honda Aircraft Company also announced
that it has expanded sales of the HondaJet to the Middle East
with the appointment of Jetex Flight Support as an authorised
sales representative based in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. SP
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hall of fame

Samuel langley
(1834-1906)
Around 1885, Samuel Langley began to take a keen interest in flight and
soon started experimenting with rubber-band powered scale models
and gliders
The name Samuel langley would probably draw a
blank stare today. Yet this astrophysicist and aeronautical pioneer from the United States (US), almost succeeded in inventing the aeroplane before the Wright brothers. The Wrights are
now universally credited with being the first to achieve sustained flight on a powered, heavier-than-air aircraft controllable in all three axes. They correctly identified controllability
as the key to sustained flight. Their first flight in “The Flyer”
on December 17, 1903, was with an engine barely able to keep
the machine and pilot airborne for a short distance. But the
contraption was indisputably controllable. In contrast, Langley felt that power was crucial to keeping an aircraft flying. He
succeeded in building an engine about four times as powerful
as the Wrights’, but since his aircraft could not be effectively
controlled it could in no way sustain itself in flight.
Samuel Pierpont Langley was born on August 22, 1834, in
Roxbury, Massachusetts. He was a scientist and inventor from
a young age. One of his early contributions to human progress was the development of standard time. Before he entered
the scene, the railways in the US were run according to local
time, with noon set by the sun. This had obvious safety risks
as trains began to speed across the length and breadth of the
country. So Langley, from his base at the Allegheny Observatory, began to transmit the correct time twice a day to several
hundred railway stations using the telegraph network—an
arrangement that worked exceedingly well.
Around 1885, Langley began to take a keen interest in
flight and soon started experimenting with rubber-band powered scale models and gliders. In 1890, he founded the prestigious Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) primarily
to study the Sun. His position as Secretary of the SAO helped
him bring to bear its considerable resources to address the
problem of powered flight. He constructed a series of what
he called “Aerodromes” (loosely from the Greek “air runner”), each an improvement over the last. Since his craft had
no landing gear, he sought safety by launching them with a
catapult in calm air off the roof of a houseboat anchored on
the Potomac River. The machine could then descend into the
water and be recovered, hopefully with little or no damage.
Based on his experiments on the forces acting on wings in a
moving stream of air he concluded that “mechanical flight is
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possible with engines we now possess.”
On May 6, 1896, Langley tasted his first major success. Aerodrome No 5, weighing about 11kg, ascended to about 30m and
flew under its own power at a speed of 40kmph for about 700m.
Later that day, he repeated the feat this time exceeding one km.
It was ten times more than any previous powered heavier-thanair flying machine had traversed and more than enough to convince the sceptics that it had flown. It was also the first time
a gasoline engine had actually powered an unmanned flying
machine. On November 11, 1896, Aerodrome No 6 flew about
1.5km, remaining airborne over a minute. Langley seemed to
have achieved what he wanted and wrote, “I have brought to
a close the portion of the work which seemed to be specially
mine—the demonstration of the practicability of mechanical
flight—and for the next stage, which is the commercial and
practical development of the idea, it is probable that the world
may look to others.” There the matter would have rested.
However, in 1898, Langley received a US War Department grant of $50,000 to build a piloted Aerodrome. He hired
Charles Manly as engineer and test pilot. Another five years of
effort followed to build a larger and heavier aircraft, capable
of taking Manly aloft. Towards the end of September 1903,
Langley felt ready to conduct the first sustained, heavier-thanair human flight in history. On October 7, 1903, the Aerodrome
was launched from a new and larger houseboat, with Manly
at the controls. And straight into the water it went! Manly was
fished out, more improvements followed and the next date
was December 8, 1903. The reporters were all there to cover
what they hoped would be a spectacular demonstration of
powered flight. But once again, a problem with the catapult
system rather than the craft sent it into the water. The newspapers went to town about “Langley’s Folly”, heaping scorn on
his efforts and sharply criticising the waste of public money.
Samuel Langley was deeply disheartened by the failure and
the criticism. Despite 18 years of well-funded and unrelenting
effort, he was unable to cross the final hurdle which was essential to demonstrate the sustainability of flight. He died on February 27, 1906, a broken and disappointed man. History is not kind
to the also-rans, not even to those who were almost the first. SP
— Joseph NoroNha
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MILITARY
QuickRouNdup

ASIA- PACIFIC
RAKSHA MANTRI INAUGURATES BEL OFFICE IN
VIETNAM

BoeINg

The Boeing Company, Washington, has been awarded
a $416,438,385 modification to a previously awarded
firm-fixed-price contract for the manufacture and delivery
of three Lot-9 full-rate production P-8A multi-mission
maritime aircraft for the Navy. Work is expected to be
completed in October 2020.
Boeing has been awarded a $862 million modification
to a previously awarded, fixed-price-incentive-firm target
contract that provides for the procurement of 15 F/A-18E
and three F/A-18F Super Hornets. These aircraft are flown
by the US Navy, replacing the service’s retired F-14 Tomcat
Fighters. The F/A-18 E/F Super Hornets have been enlarged
in all dimensions and fitted with two extra weapons pylons.

gA-AsI

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc has announced
the official launch of Team SkyGuardian Canada, consisting of Canadian teammates CAE Canada, MDA and L3
WESCAM. The team is combining the best of Canadian
industry with the world’s most advanced Medium-altitude
Long-Endurance (MALE) RPAS, the MQ-9B SkyGuardian, to
fulfill Canada’s RPAS project requirements. The MQ-9B is a
5,700kg Gross Takeoff Weight aircraft with over 40 hours of
un-refueled mission endurance.

INdIAN MIssILe TesT

The technology demonstrator flight test of India’s ‘Solid
Fuel Ducted Ramjet (SFDR)’ propulsion-based missile has
been carried out successfully from the Launch Centre-III of
ITR, Chandipur, Orissa on May 31. The flight test met all the
mission objectives. The technology of nozzle less booster
has been successfully demonstrated in the mission for the
first time in the country.

IsRAeL

Israel is the first nation to ever use the F-35 joint strike
fighter in combat mission over the Middle East. On May
22, 2018, the head of the Israel Air Force, Major General
Amikam Norkin, announced that the aircraft had already
participated in two airstrikes. Operating over Syrian
airspace, a country equipped with the S-400 Russian airdefence systems, requires careful targeting and maximum
survivability, the F-35’s two strongest attributes.

JApAN CoAsT guARd

Japan Coast Guard has acquired another Falcon 2000 Maritime Surveillance Aircraft (MSA) to reinforce its maritime
patrol capability. The Coast Guard had previously ordered
four MSA aircraft that are based on the 4,000nm Falcon
2000LXS. The first aircraft will be delivered in 2019.

LoCkheed MARTIN

Lockheed Martin is contracting BAE Systems to support
the maintenance and replacement of electronic warfare
systems on the F-35 Lightning II fighter aircraft. The $100
million deal is essential for critical aircraft readiness.
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Raksha Mantri, Nirmala Sitharaman
inaugurated the first Representative Office of Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL)
in Hanoi, Vietnam on June 13, 2018 by
handing over the symbolic key of the
office to Chairman & Managing Director,
BEL, Gowtama MV during the VietnamIndia Defence Industry Business meeting
in the presence of Ambassador of India
to the Socialist Republic of Vietnam P.
Harish, Secretary (Defence Production),
Dr Ajay Kumar and other senior officials
of Indian and Vietnamese armed forces.
The office is located in the proximity
of the Embassy of India, Vietnam. This
facility will aim to promote BEL’s exports
in areas of Weapon Systems, Radar
Systems, Naval Systems, Military Communication Systems, Electronic Warfare
Systems, Combat Management System
and Coastal Surveillance System to South
East Asian Countries.

AH-64E APACHE HELICOPTERS FOR INDIA

The US State Department has approved
FMS to India of items in support of a proposed direct commercial sale of six AH64E Apache helicopters for an estimated
cost of $930 million. The DSC Agency
delivered the required certification
notifying Congress of this sale on June
12, 2018. The deal also includes fourteen
T700-GE-701D engines; four AN/APG-78
Fire Control Radars; one hundred eighty
AGM-114L-3 Hellfire Longbow missiles;
ninety AGM-114R-3 Hellfire II missiles
and two hundred Stinger Block I-92H
missiles apart from other sub-systems
for training and maintenance.

INTERNATIONAL AIR FORCE CONFERENCE

Commanders of over 20 air forces from
around the world arrived in Israel to
participate in the International Air Force
Commanders Conference on May 28,
2018, to commemorate the 70th anniversary of the Israeli Air Force. At this event,

they discussed international cooperation
and regional stability. Among the countries participating in the convention were
the United States, the United Kingdom,
Germany, Canada, Greece, Poland, Italy,
Cyprus, Austria, Bulgaria, Brazil, France,
the Czech Republic, Romania, Croatia,
the Netherlands, Finland, Belgium, Vietnam and India. The air force commanders participated in lectures and reviews
regarding Defence Forces and strategic
issues. They also took part in an aerial
exercise. After the conference, they met
with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
and visited an exhibition displaying Israeli military aircraft and Israeli defence
industry equipment. They also met with
the President of Israel, Reuven Rivlin
and visited the Pilot’s Mount, the main
memorial site of the Israeli Air Force.

TURKISH T-129 ATAK HELICOPTERS FOR PAKISTAN

Turkey has developed the T-129 ATAK
helicopter from the Agusta A-129 Mangusta which is in service with the Turkish
armed forces since 2014. According to an
election manifesto dated May 24, 2018,
of the ruling Justice and Development
(AK) Party, Ankara and Islamabad have
signed a deal for the sale of 30 Turkish
attack helicopters. The aircraft is notable
for its low frontal profile and offers a
good mix of surveillance, gun and missile
capabilities. The T-129A EDH carries the
nose-mounted 20mm cannon turret with
500 rounds, and four pylons for unguided
rockets. The T-129B version will add
Roketsan’s MIZRAK missiles and CIRIT
70mm Laser Guided Rockets and Raytheon’s FIM-92 Stinger air-to-air missiles.

PLA TO GET MISSILE-BORNE ANTI-JAMMING
ANTENNA

Jin Zhongshu, Deputy General Manager
of the Beijing Li Gong Navigation Technology Company, said during an interview, on the sidelines of the China Satellite Navigation Exhibition that China’s
missile-borne anti-jamming antenna for
its State-own BeiDou Navigation Satellite
System will be delivered to the country’s
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) within
this year . The antenna, based on array
signal processing technology, will allow
PLA units to accurately navigate within
100m of the enemy’s jamming device
operating at one watt, whereas without
the antenna, a range beyond ten km surrounding the jamming source could be
severely affected.

RUSTOM-2 DRONES TO BE READY BY 2020

Speaking on the sidelines of the convocation ceremony of the Defence Institute of
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Advanced Technology (DIAT) on May 25,
2018, S Christopher, Chairman of DRDO
said that Rustom drone will be delivered
to the Indian armed forces by 2020. Rustom drones are medium-altitude, long-endurance UAV being developed for the Indian Army, the Indian Navy and the Indian
Air Force. Rustom-2 is being developed on
the lines of USA’s Predator drones. It will
carry out surveillance and reconnaissance
and has a 24-hour endurance.

AIR OPERATIONS BY NIGHT FROM CHINA’S
AIRCRAFT CARRIER

China Central Television has released a
video clip of night takeoffs and landings
of Chinese carrier-borne aircraft on May
24, 2018. It implies that the Chinese aircraft carrier Liaoning (Hull 16) has taken
a key step towards acquiring all-weather
combat capability. This is the first time
that Chinese state media has confirmed
that China’s carrier-borne aircraft has
night flying capability. China will now
strive to increase the number of pilots
with such capabilities. China is making remarkable progress in developing
modern weapon systems for land, sea,
air and aerospace warfare.

METEOR BVR MISSILE FOR IAF’S RUSSIAN
PLATFORMS

India’s plans to equip its Russian SU30MKI and indigenous Light Combat
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Aircraft (LCA) Tejas with long range
Meteor beyond visual range (BVR) missiles, may face hurdles as its European
manufacturers have informed the government that they would not integrate
their weapon on any Israeli or Russian
platform. The Indian Air Force has plans
of equipping the LCA with the Meteor
missiles, but Israeli firms have been
chosen for supplying the radar and electronic warfare for the plane. This can
also have an impact on the Air Force’s
plans to upgrade its frontline and mainstay SU-30MKI. However efforts are on
to find a way out.

CONTRACT FOR RAYTHEON SELF PROTECT
SYSTEMS

Raytheon has been awarded a contract
for its Self Protect Systems in support
of a radar upgrade. The $90 million
indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity
contract provides for the fabrication,
integration, testing and delivery of the
AN/ALR-69A digital radar warning
receiver system in use with the Japan
Defence Forces. The ALR-69A is the
world’s first all-digital radar warning receiver, design of which allows
cross-platform commonality, improved
spectral and spatial coverage and easy
integration with other ECM or radar
systems. The system dramatically enhances aircrew survivability, providing
“sensors forward” situational awareness at a substantially lower cost than
competing systems. Work is expected to
be completed by May 2023.

PLAAF’S JOINT AIR DEFENCE EXERCISE
“BLUE SHIELD-18”

A ground joint air-defence exercise codenamed “Blue Shield-18” and organised
by the PLA Air Force with participation
of air defence units from the PLA Army,
Navy, Air Force and Rocket Force commenced in North China on the morning
of June 5, 2018.
According to Xiang Chaoming, head
of the exercise’s directing group and
Deputy Chief of the Ground Air Defence
Directorate of the Air Force Staff Headquarters, this year’s Blue Shield exercise highlights realistic combat training
with coordination of air defence troops
of multiple military services, aiming to
enhance the inter-service coordinated
combat capability and the commanding
capability of air defence base.

DAC APPROVES ACQUISITION PROPOSALS
WORTH OVER RS 5500 CRORE

The Defence Acquisition Council (DAC),
chaired by Raksha Mantri Nirmala

QuickRouNdup

The five-year contract from Lockheed Martin enables BAE
Systems to manage the supply chain and establish infrastructure to ensure critical electronic warfare technology is
available for the next generation fighter aircraft.

NoRThRop gRuMMAN

Northrop Grumman Systems Corporation, Military Aircraft
Systems, Florida, has been awarded a $153,240,394
modification to a previously awarded fixed-price-incentive
(firm-target) contract for the procurement of one Japan
configuration E-2D Advanced Hawkeye Aircraft for the
government of Japan under FMS. It is expected to be
delivered in March 2020.

oRBITAL ATk

Orbital ATK Inc, Defence Electronic Systems, California, has
been awarded $171,215,447 for modification to a previously awarded firm-fixed-price contract. This modification
exercises an option for the procurement of full-rate Production Lot-7 for the Advanced Anti-Radiation Guided Missile
(AARGM) for the Navy and the government of Australia.
Work is expected to be completed in March 2020.

pRATT & whITNeY

Pratt & Whitney Military Engines, Connecticut, has been
awarded $2,016,115,217 for modification to a previously
awarded fixed-price-incentive-firm target, cost-plus-incentive-fee, cost-plus-fixed-fee contract in support of the F-35
Lightning II Low-Rate Initial Production Lot 11 aircraft.

RAYTheoN

The US Air Force has contracted Raytheon Missile Company
for 18 AMRAAMs AIM-120D missiles at a cost of $14,1 million. AIM-120 Advanced, Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile
has become the world market leader for medium range
air-to-air missiles and is also beginning to make inroads
within land-based defence systems.

RoLL-RoYCe

Roll-Royce Corporation has been contracted for the provision of engines in support of the V-22 Osprey platform, valued at $28.25 million which provides for the procurement
of 15 engines in total. The US Marine Corps will receive
seven engines, six will be delivered to the USNavy and the
remaining two are reserved for the USAir Force.

RosTeC

The Russian defence manufacturer Rostec has announced
that it will supply China with ten Su-35 fighter jets this
year. The $2.5 billion contract for the delivery of a total
of 24 long-range 4+ generation, super-maneuverable
aircraft, was signed between Rostec and the Chinese
government in November 2015.

RussIA

Russia has unveiled its new rotary-wing unmanned aerial
vehicle called Katran which is designed for fire support
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and reconnaissance missions to support operations
by special forces. The platform can be equipped with
different sets of cameras or a thermal imager. It further
features a co-axial rotor scheme which provides for high
maneuverability and allows it to operate from small,
unprepared sites and in any weather. It is able to lift a
265-pound payload and can also make kinetic strikes
using unguided and guided munitions.

Sitharaman, met on June 7, 2018 and
accorded approval for the procurement
of equipment for the Defence Forces valued at over `5,500 crore. This included
12 High Power Radars for the Indian
Air Force under ‘Buy (Indian) IDDM’
category. The radars will provide long
range medium and high altitude radar
cover with the capability to detect and
track high speed targets following parabolic trajectories.

sAudI ARABIA

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is set to receive eight CH-47F
heavy lift helicopters from Boeing. The contract modification is valued at over $25.7 million. The contract is funded
through the Fiscal 2017 FMS fund. The CH-47F Chinook’s
load capacity has made it the world’s most popular heavylift helicopter.

uk MINIsTRY of defeNCe

UK’s Defence Minister Guto Bebb has on May 24, 2018,
announced the delivery of the first of a fleet of 25 new
helicopters designed for Royal Marine aircraft carrier
operations. The helicopter known as the Commando Merlin
Mk4, has been upgraded to a faster and more powerful
platform than its predecessor. It now sports a maritime
grey coat, has a folding main rotor and tail, upgraded flight
controls and a tactical computer.

ASIA-PACIFIC
ST ENGINEERING ADOPTS MASTERBRAND FOR
ITS SUBSIDIARIES TO DRIVE GROWTH IN KEY
GLOBAL MARKETS

The long range ballistic missile Agni 5
has been successfully flight tested on
June 3, 2018 from Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
Island (Wheeler Island). All the Radars,
Electro Optical Tracking Stations and
Telemetry Stations tracked the vehicle
all through the course of the trajectory. All the mission objectives have
been achieved. Raksha Mantri Nirmala
Sitharaman has congratulated the DRDO
Scientists, Staff, Armed Forces and Industries for the success of A5 Mission.

ST Engineering announced that it is undertaking a group-wide branding exercise
to firstly, adopt a single brand approach
by harmonising all its corporate brands
by using “ST Engineering” as a masterbrand, and secondly to align the nomenclature of its subsidiaries’ company legal
names with that of “ST Engineering”.
The brand harmonisation and alignment
of company legal names will take effect
from June 1, 2018, in a phased approach.
The brand harmonisation will help
drive higher brand visibility and position
the Group for greater commercial impact
and marketing presence as it expands
into new global markets and industry
segments. The brand harmonisation will
first cover ST Engineering subsidiaries
in Singapore and all its global subsidiaries in the Aerospace sector, followed by
other overseas companies. The corporate
brands of ST Aerospace, ST Electronics, ST
Kinetics and ST Marine will be dropped as
they take on the masterbrand with sector
descriptors of Aerospace, Electronics,
Land Systems, and Marine respectively.
The brand harmonisation and company legal name change of the affected
entities will not impact any existing
contracts, rights and obligations of the
parties under these contracts.

TATA BOEING AEROSPACE DELIVERS FIRST
APACHE FUSELAGE

ISRAEL’S CORMORANT VERTICAL TAKE-OFF AND
LANDING UAV

On June 1, 2018, Tata Boeing Aerospace
Limited announced the delivery of the
first AH-64 Apache attack helicopter fuselage ahead of schedule from its state-ofthe-art facility in Hyderabad. This delivery
comes within a year of the aerospace joint
venture facility becoming operational. The
facility will be the sole global producer
of fuselage for Apache attack helicopter.
The facility will also produce secondary
structures and vertical spar boxes for the
multi-role combat helicopter.

The Israeli company Tactical Robotics
has recently demonstrated its Cormorant
vertical take-off and landing UAV’s capability to carry out medical evacuation
duties. The Cormorant was developed
during the war in Lebanon in 2006 for
transferring troops and medical equipment. Powered by a single Arriel 1D1
turboshaft engine, the UAV can be operated in remote areas, where helicopters
and traditional rotorcraft cannot function
properly. The Cormorant is intended for

AGNI-5 MISSILE SUCCESSFULLY TESTED

RussIA

Russia’s new airplane tanker IL-78M-90A was developed
from Il-76MD-90A military transport aircraft. The
upgraded version is equipped with four PS-90A new
generation engines, has upgraded navigation system and
a new cockpit with reduced workload for the crew and
enhanced flight safety. The IL-78M-90A will allow simultaneous refuelling of two short-range aircraft. It is also
possible to refuel long-range and special aircraft from
the tail assembly. I It is also possible to simultaneously
fuel up to four tactical aircraft.

INdusTRY

uMs skeLdAR

The Swiss-Swedish joint venture UMS Skeldar has acquired
the German engine manufacturer Hirth. The group is now
looking to enter the market of naval rotary-wing drones.
The two companies have previously partnered on the V-200
drone, which runs on a heavy-fuel engine. Heavy fuel is the
standard fuel for many military applications.

us NAvY

The US Naval Seas Systems Command has contracted
Raytheon Missile Systems in support of the Evolved Sea
Sparrow Missile (ESSM) system. The firm-fixed-price
contract is valued at $77 million and provides for the
engineering, test equipment, material and management
necessary to transition the ESSM Block 2 engineering.
Work is expected to be completed by December 2020.
ESSM is used to protect ships from attacking missiles
and aircraft.
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SAFRAN HELICOPTER ENGINES

Safran Helicopter Engines has appointed Florent Chauvancy Executive
Vice President, OEM Sales, succeeding Maxime Faribault who is retiring.
The company has also appointed
Giuseppe Curci Executive Vice President, Finance and Administration
succeeding Pierre-Jean Flores who
has been appointed to another position within the Group.

GULFSTREAM

Gulfstream has elevated Sales Executive Mike West to the post of Regional
Senior Vice President for NorthEastern US. The Company has also

cargo transport, medical evacuation and
troop supply missions. The payload bays
which are being incorporated in the vehicle, will double the rescue cabin space
for wounded soldiers. The Cormorant
can deliver up to 1000 pounds of cargo
or equipment in both commercial and
emergency response scenarios.

THE ATR 72-600 ARRIVES IN JAPAN

Japan Air Commuter Co. Ltd. (JAC) and
ATR today announced the conversion into
an ATR 72-600 of one of the ATR 42-600s
that the airline currently has on order.
This conversion means the arrival of the
ATR 72 in Japan. The carrier and ATR
have previously signed firm contracts for
the introduction of nine ATR 42-600s. JAC,
a regional subsidiary of Japan Airlines
(JAL), introduced its first ATR 42-600 early
in 2017 and today operates four of the
aircraft. The delivery of the ATR 72-600 is
expected before the end of this year.

eUroPe
P.1HH HAMMERHEAD FLIES USING SATELLITE
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
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elevated Nic Robinson to the post of
Regional Senior Vice President for Africa, the Middle East and South Asia.

EMBRAER

On June 04, 2018, Embraer announced the appointment of Ron
Baur as Senior Vice President Strategy and Hussein Dabbas as General
Manager Special Projects for Middle
East & Africa.

RAYTHEON UNITED KINGDOM

Raytheon United Kingdom (UK) has
appointed Lord (Tom) Strathclyde as
the Chairman of the Board, effective
June 4, 2018.

On May 24, 2018, Piaggio Aerospace
announced the successful achievement
of the first flight test programme with its
remotely piloted P.1HH HammerHead
aircraft, aimed at experimenting satellite
control of a Medium Altitude Long Endurance (MALE) system. The flight test programme was performed in partnership
with Telespazio, (joint venture between
Leonardo and Thales), which provided
the satellite technology. During the trial,
the satellite allowed both to communicate
to the P.1HH the necessary information
for the command and control of the aircraft as also to transmit from the aircraft
to the ground the on-board sensors’ data
acquired during the flight.

BOEING HORIZONX VENTURES INVESTS IN
UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
STARTUP KITTYHAWK

Boeing announced its investment in
Kittyhawk, a San Francisco, Calif.based company offering a unified
approach to the safe operation of
commercial unmanned aircraft systems
(UAS). Kittyhawk’s technology will support development of a UAS Traffic Management System (UTM) that enables
piloted and autonomous air vehicles to
safely coexist.
Kittyhawk pioneered enterprise
software and mobile-based apps that
integrate real-time UAS flight operations and management solutions all in
one platform. Kittyhawk is partnering
with Boeing subsidiary Jeppesen to
expand unmanned operations by participating in the US Federal Aviation
Administration’s (FAA) Low Altitude
Authorization and Notification Capability (LAANC). LAANC is a collaborative
effort to create UTM processes that
integrate unmanned aircraft, cargo
delivery and beyond visual line of sight
operations safely into the airspace.

PRATT & WHITNEY AND F-35 PROGRAM OFFICE
ANNOUNCE CONTRACT AWARD FOR 135 F135
ENGINES

AmerICAS
GE INTRODUCES NEW COMPANY TO DEVELOP
NEXT GENERATION UTM

GE introduced AiRXOS a new company
helping to accelerate the safe, efficient,
scalable integration of air and ground
space for manned and unmanned vehicles. AiRXOS helps government agencies,
regional aviation authorities and private
sector operators manage and meet the
increasing demand for sophisticated and
safe Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)
operations. AiRXOS is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of GE.
AiRXOS has been selected for several programs to develop UTM infrastructures, advanced UAV operations,
and certification/waiver automation
that will help transform the transportation ecosystem.

Pratt & Whitney, a division of United
Technologies Corp., and the US Department of Defense announced a contract
award for the 11th lot of F135 propulsion systems, powering all three variants
of the F-35 Lightning II aircraft.
The latest contract continues to
support program affordability initiatives with reduction in propulsion system price. The 11th low rate
initial production (LRIP) contract will
cover 135 engines, as well as program
management, engineering support,
production support, spare modules,
and spare parts.
To date, Pratt & Whitney has delivered 375 F135 engines. Deliveries of
LRIP 11 engines will start this year. 
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Procurement of combat aircraft for the IAF is not only
becoming an expensive proposition bordering the
unaffordable, but increasingly difficult as well.

Since inception in 1932, the Indian Air Force (IAF) has
had to rely on platforms procured from foreign sources to
equip its combat fleet. Beginning with the piston-engine Westland Wapiti and the Spitfire from the United Kingdom (UK), the
IAF entered the jet age with the induction of the de Havilland
Vampire, the Hawker Hunter and the Folland Gnat, all singleengine combat aircraft again from the UK. The IAF procured
the Ourgaon and the Mystere from France in small numbers.
Beginning in the mid 1960s, the IAF inducted large number of
MiG and Sukhoi combat aircraft and a few Jaguar and Mirage
2000 of the third generation. Out of the platforms procured
from abroad, the Gnat, Jaguar, MiG-21, MiG-27 and the Su-30
MKI have been manufactured in India under license by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), but unfortunately, without the
benefit of transfer of technology. As a result, HAL has not been
able to develop the capability to manufacture a credible combat platform indigenously. Sadly, this deficiency continues to
plague the Indian aerospace industry even after seven decades
of existence.
In 1956, HAL assisted by the renowned German aircraft
designer Kurt Tank, embarked on the indigenous development
a supersonic combat aircraft, the HF-24 Marut. The maiden
flight by the prototype was undertaken in 1961 and the aircraft entered service in 1967, in just 11 years from launch of
the project. Compared with this feat, even 50 years later, the
Indian aerospace industry took 33 years to deliver the first light
combat aircraft (LCA) Tejas to the IAF. Unfortunately, the Marut
proved to be failure on account of lack of a suitable engine to
deliver the thrust required to exploit the full potential of the
airframe that was designed to operate at speeds up to Mach-2.
The project was abandoned and the Marut fleet was phased out
in the 1980s, somewhat prematurely. As for future prospects for
the Tejas, whether the IAF will be able to induct this indigenous
platform in the numbers and in the time frame required, cannot
be predicted with any degree of certainty.
Given the state of the indigenous aerospace industry, the
IAF has no option but to continue to depend on procurement of combat aircraft from abroad. After the collapse of
the USSR, the IAF began to explore options from global aerospace majors including Russian firms, for a fourth-generation
combat aircraft in large numbers with the precondition of its
manufacture in India in collaboration with HAL. Defined as
the Medium Multi-Role Combat Aircraft (MMRCA), the ten-
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der for 126 aircraft was floated in 2007, the year in which
the Ministry of Defence (MOD) initiated a project to develop a
fifth-generation fighter aircraft (FGFA) through a collaboration
between HAL and Sukhoi Design Bureau of Russia. The FGFA
for the IAF was to be developed based on the Sukhoi T-50 PAK
FA, a single-engine, single-seat, fifth-generation combat aircraft that was already under development in Russia. The new
platform for India was planned to be a twin-seat platform and
customised for the IAF.
The MMRCA tender of 2007 in which the Rafale was the
winner, unfortunately encountered insurmountable problems
and eight years later, it was cancelled leaving the IAF in the
lurch and without a plan B. With the retirement of the obsolescent fleets of combat platforms acquired in the 1960s and the
1970s, the strength of the combat fleet of the IAF was dwindling
rapidly and today, the number of combat squadrons stands at
31 as against an authorised level of 42. In 2015, Prime Minister
Modi managed to arrange a direct deal with the French Government for 36 Rafale jets which will provide only partial relief.
With the retirement of the remaining MiG-21 Bison and MiG27 fleets, the strength of the combat fleet of the IAF will drop
further and by 2030, if there are no inductions, will reduce to
around 26 squadrons. There will be only a marginal improvement in the situation in the next five years with the delivery of
the 36 Rafale jets contracted for and if HAL is able to deliver
the number of Tejas ordered. After considerable dithering
and delay, in the first week of April this year, the MOD issued
a Request for Information for 110 combat jets covering both
single and twin-engine platforms. This virtually appears to be
a repeat of the MMRCA tender of 2007, hopefully with not the
same ending. Unfortunately, attempt by the IAF to foray into
fifth generation has failed as India has pulled out of the IndoRussian programme to develop the FGFA. Indigenous capability
of HAL to foray into fifth generation, is inadequate.
Experience over the last decade and a half has shown that
procurement of combat aircraft for the IAF is not only becoming an expensive proposition bordering the unaffordable, but
increasingly difficult as well. Unless the Indian aerospace industry develops the required level of self reliance in this domain
and is able to indigenously produce the latest generation combat aircraft, the IAF is likely continue to be plagued with crippling shortages in this segment. Failure of the MMRCA tender
and the FGFA programme ought to be a wake-up call. SP
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“In a country like India with limited support from the industry and market,
initiating 50 years ago (in 1964) publishing magazines relating to Army,
Navy and Aviation sectors without any interruption is a commendable job
on the part of SP Guide
Ò Publications. By this, SP Guide Publications has
established the fact that continuing quality work in any field would result in
success.”
Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India (*message received in 2014)
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